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Introduction
From April through to June 2017 Lichfield Cathedral showcased a one-off
exhibition featuring a rare JMW Turner’s watercolour together with several
sketches depicting Lichfield Cathedral. The painting was a bequeathed gift to the
Cathedral with the intention of its price raised at auction to go to Lichfield
Cathedral. The exhibition marked the very first time the masterpiece had been on
public display and highlighted how JMW Turner himself had visited and spent
time in Lichfield and studied the Cathedral as part of his artistic endeavours to
capture the beautiful locations of the time when he was a young developing artist
at only nineteen years of age, travelling and touring the country. For Lichfield this
was the first time this artwork had been viewed but also the first time a Master
artist’s work had been exhibited in such a way in the location.
Through observation and collection of qualitative data this field report gives an
indication of the impact that the ‘Mr Turner Comes to Lichfield’ exhibition has had
upon members of the public, through social and behavioural observations and
recorded narratives thereby adding to a mixed method approach in order to
greater understand and analyse public engagement with the arts at Lichfield
Cathedral.
The research questions posed in this field study were to find out whether there
would be participation with the exhibition, and if so from whom would this
population be made up?
What would the exhibition look like and how would it be perceived by viewers?
Would members of the public engage with the artworks and if so how and in what
ways?
In theoretical debates, according to Gell (1998) every work of art is an object
that can be ‘related to a social agent in a distinctive ‘‘art-like’’ way’ (Gell, 1998)
therefore stating that there would be traceable causal connections that run from
the object directly leading to the agent. However as Ingold redefines the
hylomorphic model he suggests that the art work “invites the viewer to join the
artist as a fellow traveller, to look with it as it unfolds in the world, rather than
behind it to an originating intention of which it is the final product.” (T, Ingold,
2009).
As the Turner exhibition happened to be a one-off opportunity that had arisen in
the City of Lichfield these two differing theoretical stances highlight the differing
perspectives that people may have when given the opportunity to view art. This
field report aims to show the observations recorded that may give indications to
how people interacted with this free and open to the public exhibition.

Cultural
Participation
Research from the National
endowment for the Arts, and the Arts
and Humanities Research Council
shows that aligned with demographic
shifts and technological and artistic
innovation, the range of cultural
activities in which the public
participates has greatly expanded
(Rife et al, 2014).
In contemporary society audience
demographics are rapidly changing
and participation with activities that
people engage in are expanding
beyond attendance at traditional
recognised settings. Lichfield
Cathedral, keen to engage diversity
and expand audience to highlight its
cultural aspects, incorporated this
exhibition as part of its new program
of artistic undertakings.

Currently many of the people
attracted to Lichfield City include
local residents, members of the
Diocese as well as tourists from
further afield who choose to visit the
location for the cities many attractive
and historic features. This exhibition
offered new visitors the opportunity
to come into Lichfield Cathedral and
a chance for people to see artwork
which had never been on display
previously and also to view the work
before it would go back into private
hands. It was therefore an
opportunity for people who had
never been to Lichfield or the
Cathedral to enter and participate in
the free exhibit. This enabled people
to experience the Cathedrals
attributes and participate in a unique
cultural experience.

Population
According to Macdonald and Basu
(2006) exhibitions offer the
opportunity to draw from different
disciplinary traditions, and
explore differential potentials.
Exhibitions also typically reach a
wider public than do academic texts
and offer different possibilities for
engaging them – including physically
and within the exhibition space
itself” (Macdonald, Basu, 2006) It is
therefore important to look at who
visited the exhibition in its duration.
In total the number of visitors that
viewed the ‘Mr Turner Comes to
Lichfield’ exhibition was 19,640
people.
From the narratives recorded at the
entrance and exit point of the
exhibition, the general population
were of a wide variety of locations.

From the responses gathered visitors
had travelled from places world wide
these were Dubai, Singapore,
Arizona/USA, Netherlands,
Limburg/Germany, France,
Edinburgh/Scotland. As well as
more local destinations such as
Birmingham, Nuneaton, Sutton
Coldfield, Tamworth, Rugeley, and
Leamington Spa.
Therefore highlighting the attraction
of the exhibition to distant travellers
and people visiting the city and
Cathedral both locally and
internationally with intention to view
the exhibition whilst on location.
This exhibition therefore enabled
gaining international responses to
local conversations with wide
reaching visitor contribution.

Exhibition design
The exhibition was designed in a way to
encourage a clear flow through the
north quire aisle, through the
Pedalavium and into the Chapter
house. Firstly the viewer was informed
with interpretation boards that
explained the history behind JMW
Turner’s visit to Lichfield. Other
artworks were selected to hang
alongside the Turner these were by
artists spanning 500 years showing
differing interpretations and
perspectives of Lichfield Cathedral. The
exhibition was made up of twenty two
paintings all depicting Lichfield Cathedral
leading up to present day artists that
won a Cathedral Competition called
‘Capture the Cathedral’ in 2016. The
exhibition also showed contemporary
projection artwork and bespoke sound
accompaniment by art collaborators
‘Luxmuralis’. The Exhibition was
sponsored by Sotheby’s.
According to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art (Smith 2001) the average time
spent by viewers looking at an artwork is
a mere 17 seconds. Another study by
the Louvre records that people looking
at the Mona Lisa was 15 seconds. This
highlights that traditionally art venues
such as these museums usually take a
consumptive approach where tourists
spend little time with a work of art due
to the expansive size of an exhibition
and how it is curated and developed. It
was made clear that during the ‘Mr
Turner comes to Lichfield’ exhibition at
Lichfield Cathedral this exhibition was
designed to allow for members of the

public to engage with and spend time as
near to the artworks as possible. It was
observed that members of the public
were visiting the Cathedral with
intention of viewing the exhibition even
before viewing other aspects of the
Cathedral. The time spent within the
exhibition for some viewers was noted
to be up to half an hour within the
exhibition and many viewers reported to
have returned several times to see the
artworks again.

Location and Space
For this exhibition, Lichfield Cathedral
offered the opportunity of a
contemporary site of anthropological
and public engagement. This exhibition
saw the bringing of ‘high art’ that would
normally be seen in a white walled
gallery space in large cities, to a
community in the diocese of Lichfield
that is a combination of areas including
high deprivation and a lack of cultural
and artistic opportunities. Therefore
the exhibition at Lichfield Cathedral is a
departure from exhibition convention
that has helped to diversify image,
audiences and cultural producers.

Public Responses
With regards to artworks, according to Colapinto (2014) success of work can be
measured by the impact on the community (as cited in Scott. M 2014) therefore it is
important to recognise the responses of the viewers whom engaged with the artwork
on display. The responses have been thematically analysed and examples are shown
here:

Gratitude : Responses showed an appreciation and thankfulness to have had
the opportunity to have seen the Turner painting:
“Amazing, How fortunate is Lichfield Cathedral and deservedly so! Well put together
exhibition and we feel very privileged to see Lichfield by Turner” H
“Thank you so much for allowing sight of this beautiful exhibition and especially the
Turner” Anon
“A beautiful display and setting for such a wonderful painting. I am so pleased to have
been able to see the painting in real life. The Cathedral, staff and presentation of the
exhibition are marvellous, thank you”. A. Holmes

Curatorial :

Public responses showed focus upon the exhibition display and

curating:
“what a wonderful opportunity to see such a work of art, plus a masterful idea of
creating the exhibition around the painting”
I. Adams

“A well organised and impressive exhibition” C. Sanders
“Excellent exhibition, lovely, delicate work well presented” Jen C
“A really enjoyable and interesting collection of styles and images. Particularly
enjoyed it covering up to present day work by the artist in residence as well, thank
you! “ Iona Chishdom

Volunteers :

responses acknowledged the welcoming from volunteers
and the educational feedback they were given :
“Fantastic exhibition, another to be proud of and lovely to see some volunteers
helping to keep this beautiful place accessible.” J. B.
“Excellent viewing and guide conversation” J. Hughes

Sale at Auction :There was also focus upon the art value in terms of
monetary worth with reference to the Turner painting being sold :
“We hope it makes a great sum at auction for the upkeep of this beautiful
Cathedral” S. Divey

“I hope the painting does not disappear and is bought buy a national gallery” J.
Bodman

Audio/visual:

Responses upon the audio and visuals that accompanied
the paintings in the exhibition:
“Very impressed by the audio/visual by the artist in residence, most imaginative and
creative, the music adds an additional dimension, almost spiritual. An excellent
entrance piece to the Turner. Well done Lichfield for raising your profile with this
interesting exhibition.” P. Leas

“Lighting enhances entrance, thank you” Anon

Inspiring others

Responses showing how members of public were
inspired by the artworks/exhibition
“Thank you from a ‘mature’ art student, and a very uplifting talk” C. Hart
“Very enterprising using the Turner as a draw to the like of us to make the effort to
visit. Thank you for a welcoming visit and exhibition”. D. Jackson

Engagement Opportunities
The ‘Mr Turner Comes to Lichfield’ exhibition offered an educational outreach
possibility. During two weeks Lichfield Cathedral ‘Inspires’ project worked
with 35 schools throughout the diocese. Children from this project were
taken to see the exhibition during this time.
In addition, towards the end of the exhibition The Cathedral Artist in
Residence /Artistic Director held a talk entitled ‘The Marks that Artist’s make’.
This engaged 50 further members of the public to attend and engage with the
Exhibition. Through social media and advertising projection artist
collaboration ‘Luxmuralis’ created a short film of the exhibition which gained
to date 58,000 views reaching world wide viewings of the exhibition at
Lichfield Cathedral. The Exhibition also attracted local news reporters and
featured on Midlands today news.
Opportunities were created for three contemporary artists who were able to
display their works during the exhibition.
Opportunities were created for volunteers to attend and supervise the
exhibition throughout its duration.
Volunteers Responses
Volunteers were asked about their experiences during the exhibition and
responses showed that the observations and interactions with visitors was
very positive from the volunteers perspective, which supports the responses
given by members of the public in their encounters.

“Everything for me went very smoothly. People where on the whole most
appreciative that the picture and other paintings were shown”. DB

Analysis
Through the observations made it can be seen that the exhibition has been
widely accepted by the local population as well as the wider breadth of
visitors to Lichfield Cathedral, suggesting the art work and exhibition as a
whole has been regarded as having value, not just in economic sense for the
benefit of the Cathedral but also one of cultural worth. Its accessibility and
distinctiveness has allowed people to engage in artwork and develop
interactions with art, contemplate and ask questions that would not have
happened otherwise.
The gathered data showed that the exhibition has had a significant impact
upon the community in light of the patterns observed the impact recorded
has been as follows: overall positive responses, inspirational appeal,
creation of volunteering opportunities, enabling educational outcomes,
encouraging wider interest and enthusiasm for further endeavours to be
supported.
The findings supports the theoretical notion that the viewer joins the artist
as a fellow traveller in finding meaning and appropriation in the world as
explored by Tim Ingold (2009).

Furthermore, It was discovered that the viewer’s response to the exhibition
was unusual compared to social studies in museums as the time taken spent
on artwork in the space was longer than in a normal gallery /museum setting.
It is clear to see that the location and alternative venue use as host to such an
exhibition enabled this response and also the accessibility and opportunity of
freely observing the artworks ensured this did not hinder participation.

It was also discovered that the population of people identified to participate
were mixed. Patterns in responses observed showed that people from many
different backgrounds and locations positively interacted with the exhibition.
This report has achieved its objectives in identifying a general population
came to see the exhibition, although advancement in future data collection
would be to gather age and gender results in order to identify categories.
With regards to professional practice it has been found that more studies
need to be done to ascertain the development of exhibitions at Lichfield
Cathedral and furthermore in a wider context to study spaces and locations
that are not seen as the usual areas for such artworks to be on display. The
observations show that such endeavours to bring high quality art to areas that
do not usually receive such opportunity can have positive and beneficial
results to members of the public when encouraged to engage and are given
access and opportunity to become viewers.
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